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*Conditions apply. 
^Visit wilsonhomes.com.au for details



1300 595 050 
wilsonhomes.com.au

South 250 Murray Street, Hobart Tasmania 
North 117-119 Elizabeth St, Launceston Tasmania

North West 83 Mount Street, Burnie Tasmania

*Promotion commences 01 November 2021 and concludes 13 February 2022, and is applicable to new customers who request a quote on a Wilson Homes design 
and pay a non-refundable acceptance fee of $3,000 on applicable designs. This offer is available for home designs in the Designer, NextGen & Elevate ranges only. 
This offer is non-transferable or exchangeable and it cannot be taken as cash. If the ducted reverse cycle unit is not used, it will not be credited or used to reduce 
the overall house price. The offer comprises of an ActronAir single zone reverse cycle ducted unit as specified in your tender document (model is home design 
specific and at the election of Wilson Homes). In the event that the ActronAir system becomes unavailable to Wilson Homes, a replacement product of comparable 
value nominated by Wilson Homes will be supplied. ^Reflects upgrade cost if purchased through the MyChoice Design Studio. For more details talk to a consultant 
or visit www.wilsonhomes.com.au. Wilson Homes Tasmania Pty Ltd. ABN: 96 126 636 897. BLN: 248660581.

ACTRONAIR CLASSIC SERIES 2
KEY FEATURES  
YEAR ROUND COMFORT Unlike a conventional 
inverter, which can take between 5 and 10 
minutes to get up to full capacity, the Classic 
ducted system can get up to maximum capacity 
almost immediately – perfect for when you need 
to get comfy fast.
ENGINEERED FOR AUSTRALIA Australian 
designed and built. Made with a superior 
operating range of -10°C to 50°C, the Classic 
ducted system is engineered to withstand the 
hottest and coldest conditions Australia can 
throw at it. 
EXTERIOR UNIT The Classic’s powder coated 
louvered grille guard allows for better airflow 
and protection against Australia’s extreme 
weather conditions and uses blue fin epoxy 
coated protection on its indoor and outdoor 
coils, which helps to reduce corrosion from the 
harsh Australian conditions.
QUIETER OPERATION The Classic system’s 
outdoor unit features a 3 speed fan allows for 
quieter operation (excludes CRA100S). The indoor 
unit uses a highly efficient EC Inverter indoor 
fan to deliver precise comfort control, smoother 
operation, and quieter starting and stopping.
L-SERIES CONTROLLER Available in your choice 
of grey or white, the L-Series comes packed 
with all the features you need to receive the best 
comfort and performance including: integrated 
zoning; clean and simple design; Near Field 
Communication (NFC); precise temperature 
control; and advanced scheduling functions.

When the days heat up,  
you’ll always keep your cool  
with FREE ActronAir single  
zone ducted air

UP TO
$13,900

VALUE^


